Introduction
============

Stroke is a vascular disease that produces severe sequelae including motor impairment, aphasia, and cognitive problems. The early initiation of high-quality rehabilitation is vital for the preservation and recovery of brain functions.^[@B1],[@B2]^ Among various treatment modalities, robot rehabilitation has attracted increasing attention in the field of stroke due to recent reports of its efficacy.^[@B3],[@B4]^ In particular, the advent of the hybrid assistive limb (HAL; Cyberdyne Inc., Tsukuba, Japan) has potential to change the rehabilitative approach to stroke.

Robot rehabilitation is a growing field supported by various studies. The recently published stroke rehabilitation guidelines from the American Heart Association/American Stroke Association mentioned "robot-assisted movement training to improve motor function and mobility after stroke in combination with conventional therapy may be considered."^[@B5]^ Among various robots, HAL is a unique exoskeleton-type robot suit that was developed by Sankai and colleagues for neurorehabilitation based on the "interactive bio-feedback (iBF)" theory.^[@B5],[@B6]^ The HAL is designed to support the paretic limb by detecting bioelectrical signals (BES) to predict and assist muscle movement. This system makes the HAL robot unique among various rehabilitation robots as most robotic ambulation trainers allow passive movements for patients. HAL robots, however, allow patients to move limbs more voluntarily than other robots. Currently, three types of HAL robots are available for rehabilitation: a bilateral leg type (BL), a single leg type (SL), and a single joint type (SJ).^[@B6],[@B7]^

The HAL has been widely applied for various neurological disorders and shown to be effective to facilitate the functional recovery. The HAL therapy has been approved for medical use for patients with gait disability following spinal cord injury in Germany since 2013. Additionally, it should be noted that the use of the HAL was approved for national insurance coverage to treat rare neurological disorders based on the excellent outcomes of a clinical trial (study NCY-3001, JMACCT ID: JMA-ILA00156) in Japan. These rare neurological disorders include spinal muscular atrophy, spinal and bulbar muscular atrophy, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease, distal myopathy, inclusion body myositis, congenital mypathy, and muscular dystrophy.

In this paper, we will briefly review the theories supporting HAL-assisted rehabilitation and examine the available clinical data regarding its utility. We will then discuss strategies to improve the stroke rehabilitation paradigm and provide recommendations for future clinical studies using HAL in acute stroke.

Methods
=======

We performed a PubMed-based literature review of the theories underlying HAL-supported rehabilitation. We also performed a retrospective data review of 141 patients in total who underwent rehabilitation therapy using HAL, and describe our implementation of HAL for the rehabilitation of acute stroke at Fukuoka University Hospital.

Results
=======

Stroke rehabilitation and interactive bio-feedback theory
---------------------------------------------------------

Stroke-related disabilities are determined by the degree and location of the stroke lesion, such that medical and surgical interventions in the acute phase seek to minimize damage to the brain. Motor impairment following stroke is thought to result from lesions of the cortico-spinal tract (CST), and the preservation of motor performance depends on the integrity of the CST ([Fig. 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).^[@B7],[@B8]^ Indeed, recent studies have shown that a cascade of maladaptive neuronal network reorganization resulting in permanent neurological deficits occurs in the hyper-acute phase of stroke due to damage to the central nervous system (CNS).^[@B8],[@B9]^

One factor thought to prevent motor recovery following stroke is explained by the "learned non-use" hypothesis, which is a basic theory of constraint-induced therapy.^[@B10],[@B11]^ This theory hypothesizes that a failure to perform successful movements with the paretic limb makes the patient less motivated to use that limb and facilitates overuse of the non-paretic limb. Therefore, use-dependent and rehabilitative neuroplastic changes in the brain are prevented.^[@B9],[@B10]^

Another factor preventing motor recovery relates to an interhemispheric imbalance of excitability due to maladaptive compensatory changes in the contralesional hemisphere.^[@B9]--[@B13]^ Increased excitability in the contralesional somatosensory cortex has been demonstrated following the induction of small ischemic lesions in several animal studies in acute and chronic stroke.^[@B13],[@B14]^ In addition, recent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies have reported hyperactivity of the contralesional hemisphere after stroke, and additionally suggested that the hyperactive contralesional hemisphere might inhibit the activities of the lesional hemisphere.^[@B11],[@B12]^ Another fMRI study also showed increased functional connectivity between the bilateral primary motor cortices following stroke.^[@B15],[@B16]^ Interhemispheric imbalances may be aggravated by non-use of the paretic limb as well.^[@B9],[@B10]^

The concept of iBF theory was first proposed by Sankai and colleagues to promote functional recovery from neurological disorders. The iBF theory was initially tested in animal studies,^[@B16],[@B17]^ and the HAL exoskeleton robot was developed as an implementation of iBF theory in humans.^[@B5],[@B6]^ According to the theory, the motor signals are generated in the CNS and conducted via peripheral nerves to initiate muscle activity; these signals detected as BES then trigger the motion of the HAL supporting the paretic limb (interaction). Sensory input is then sent back to the CNS to activate the impaired neuronal networks (bio-feedback) and the activated CNS in turn enhances its motor output. The formation of this closed loop is considered to promote the neuroplasticity and facilitate the recovery from stroke-related CNS damage ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, HAL therapy is an appropriate approach to break the vicious cycle of the maladapted neuronal remodeling related to non-use of the paretic limb and subsequent interhemispheric imbalance.

Paradigm shift of HAL rehabilitation
------------------------------------

The first HAL robot designed to provide bilateral leg support (HAL-BL) was introduced to our hospital in September of 2011. The single-leg model of HAL (HAL-SL) was subsequently introduced in November of 2011, and we began using two types of single-joint HAL (HAL-SJ) for elbow and knee joint therapy in October of 2013.

We used HAL-assisted rehabilitation in 141 cases (97 lower extremity cases and 45 upper extremity cases) of acute stroke out of a total of 247 cases of neurological disorders at our center between November 2011 and February 2016. In the early series (from November 2011 to March 2012), we attempted to use HAL in every case regardless the severity of cognitive or motor deficit in order to test feasibility. The first feasibility study evaluated the risks associated with HAL-supported rehabilitation in 22 acute stroke cases using the HAL-BL.^[@B17],[@B18]^ The same study demonstrated that intracerebral hemorrhage cases and severe hemiplegic cases with lower Brunnstrom stages were at higher risk of orthostatic hypotension, despite the fact that HAL therapy was safely performed in general.^[@B17],[@B18]^ Of note, six patients refused to continue HAL therapy after the initial rehabilitation session of this study.

We next retrospectively reviewed the clinical data of 53 acute stroke patients who underwent neurorehabilitation using either the HAL-BL or HAL-SL between November 2011 and May 2014 to determine the cases where HAL treatment was effective for ambulatory training.^[@B18],[@B19]^ In this previous report, we classified the included patients according to Brunnstrom stage severity and evaluated the activities of daily living (ADL) and motor performance. For patients Brunnstrom stage III or higher, improvements were seen in the Barthel index, functional independence measure (FIM), and the 10-m walking test (10MWT).

We also reviewed the long-term outcomes of HAL treatment in supratentorial hemorrhagic stroke.^[@B19],[@B20]^ In this study, clinical outcomes at approximately 4 months after stroke were assessed in a HAL rehabilitation group (14 cases; 11 of which continued HAL rehabilitation through the follow-up period) and a non-HAL rehabilitation group (77 cases). Though no significant differences were observed between the overall outcomes of the two groups, HAL rehabilitation produced significant improvements in the FIM scores of patients with right-sided lesions.

The advent of the HAL-SJ has also enabled us to treat motor weakness of the upper extremities and severe cases at bedside. As the severity and phenomenology of acute stroke are heterogeneous, we consider that rehabilitation approaches should be tailored for each case. The availability of a variety of machines offers the advantageous option for therapists to select an appropriate treatment modality and tailor the treatment plan for each patient. Most recently, we observed that tailored rehabilitation using multiple HAL robot types produced significant improvements in ADL scores compared with the single robot treatment.^[@B6]^ It should be also noted that the early initiation of iBF therapy for both lower and upper extremity impairments is desirable for the facilitation of functional recovery in terms of neuronal network remodeling.

Current rehabilitation protocol
-------------------------------

Here, we will briefly describe how we have tailored rehabilitation strategies using multiple robots. Concerning gait disability, we consider that there are three stages of motor impairment. First, the axial function of the trunk is important for the maintenance of a seated or upright posture. For lower extremity training, we start with the HAL-SJ at bedside to facilitate knee joint movement prior to ambulation training. Once the patient achieves the sitting position, we begin using HAL-BL for gait training. As the HAL-BL supports both legs, the patient is able to learn by feel how the robot supports the paretic limb by moving the non-paretic limb. In addition to ambulation training, the patient practices the extension and flexion of the paretic leg in a seated position, and repeats the exercise standing up and sitting down. Finally, for upper extremity training, elbow extension and flexion exercises are repeated 100--150 times at each session.

Representative case
-------------------

Though no published data has demonstrated the facilitative effect of HAL therapy, we consider that HAL rehabilitation provides an advantageous acceleration of functional recovery after acute stroke. Here, we present a case where HAL rehabilitation successfully facilitated motor recovery. The patient was a 67-year-old woman who was admitted to our emergency department complaining of left hemiparesis due to right frontal lobar hemorrhage ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Her past medical history included breast cancer, so she underwent endoscopic evacuation of the hemorrhage for diagnostic treatment, which was negative for malignant cells. The patient was subsequently managed in our stroke care unit. Rehabilitation was initiated on postoperative day 3 using the HAL-SJ ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The baseline Brunnstrom stage of the left upper extremity was III on postoperative day 3, and improved to stage IV after nine rehabilitation sessions using the HAL-SJ. The patient's Fugl-Meyer assessment score of the left upper extremity also improved from 5 to 23 after rehabilitation. Ambulation training was initiated on the postoperative day 11 with the HAL-BL and dramatic gait improvements were observed after each session: prior to the first HAL session, the patient's 10MWT results were 14 seconds with 21 steps, which improved to 12 seconds with 20 steps immediately after the first ambulation training session. After two sessions with the HAL-BL ([Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), the patient underwent two sessions with the HAL-SL ([Fig. 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). After these sessions on postoperative day 21, the patient's 10MWT results were 9 seconds with 17 steps. She was transferred to a rehabilitation facility on postoperative day 21 for further treatment. This case illustrates the facilitative effect of HAL treatment on motor functional recovery after stroke.

Discussion
==========

In this paper, we have reviewed theories regarding the mechanism by which HAL potentially modulates neuronal networks in stroke patients and presented our own clinical experiences using HAL robots in the rehabilitation of acute stroke patients. iBF therapy through the use of the HAL system seems to be an effective and promising treatment modality for select cases. However, only a few clinical studies of acute stroke rehabilitation have used HAL and reported favorable outcomes, other than our own reports.^[@B21],[@B22]^ In fact, the clinical evidences currently available for the use of HAL after acute stroke have all been case series with the exception of one paper from our group.^[@B19],[@B20]^ Thus, it remains difficult to conclude that the HAL system is superior to conventional rehabilitation therapies. Randomized controlled trials with larger samples are warranted.

To maximize the clinical outcomes of HAL rehabilitation, patient selection is important.^[@B18],[@B23]^ Similar to conventional rehabilitation therapies, intact cognitive function is important for treatment efficacy as the patient is required to follow commands given by the therapist. A recent report emphasized the importance of evaluating cognitive function prior to the initiation of HAL rehabilitation from the standing point of HAL suitability as defined by clinical efficacy.^[@B23]^ Secondly, it should be noted that patients with complete paralysis are unable to use the HAL system as the HAL requires BES generated by voluntary muscle movement. To this end, patients with severe motor weakness (Brunnstrom stages I and II) may also be inappropriate candidates for HAL rehabilitation therapy.^[@B18],[@B19]^ Additionally, it should be noted as a limitation that even though the advantage of robot rehabilitation is considered to reduce the burden of therapists, at least two therapists are needed to use HAL for ambulation training.

In future, clinical studies evaluating the efficacy of HAL rehabilitation therapy after acute stroke, we advocate the formation of a registry to enable meta-analyses and various subanalyses of the clinical data. In this registry, a variety of clinical information should be recorded using universal clinical assessment batteries. The baseline characteristics should, at minimum, include the age at stroke onset, sex, handedness, location of the stroke lesion, stroke type (ischemic versus hemorrhagic), Brunnstrom stage, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale score, and Modified Rankin Scale score. For pre- versus post-intervention analyses, motor function, ADL, and quality of life should be evaluated. Baseline characteristics and clinical outcome measures that should be included in the HAL registry are summarized in [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}.

In addition to the above-mentioned clinical evaluations, more detailed imaging studies including fMRI, diffusion tensor imaging, and near infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) should be considered depending on their availability at academic centers. In particular, NIRS has drawn attention as a unique imaging modality that can provide real-time information to the patient in a manner that enables bio-feedback.^[@B24],[@B25]^ These imaging modalities may also shed light on the mechanisms of action of HAL rehabilitation therapy and provide more robust evidence for its clinical efficacy from a basic science standpoint.

As neurorehabilitation is a developing field, there have been a number of emerging treatment modalities including brain stimulation therapy, ^[@B20],[@B26],[@B27]^ virtual reality training, electromyography biofeedback, and so on.^[@B5]^ Among these treatment modalities, HAL therapy based on iBF theory is unique in the point that the robot strengthens the residual voluntary movements by an interaction between the robot and the patient rather than regaining completely lost abilities. Additionally, we have recently published three cases where HAL treatment was effective for ataxic gait due to acute stroke, and this may be a strength of this robot rehabilitation which other robotic treatments do not possess.^[@B28]^ Clinicians should be aware that the each treatment modality has advantages and disadvantages and thus the treatment should be tailored for each patient.

Conclusions
===========

At present, it is difficult to conclude that HAL-assisted rehabilitation is superior to conventional rehabilitation therapies due to a paucity of evidence; however, iBF-based therapy using the HAL seems to be a promising treatment option for rehabilitation after stroke. Further clinical studies are warranted to demonstrate the efficacy of this new therapy. The formation of a multi-center registry for stroke cases managed with HAL rehabilitation will help improve our understanding of its mechanisms of action and clinical outcomes.

Of note, clinicians should be aware that there is a critical difference between manual and robot rehabilitation. While the clinical outcomes of manual rehabilitation can be determined by the therapists' own experience and skills, those of robot rehabilitation are determined by the performance ability of the robot. As robot engineering improves, and the current weaknesses associated with robot rehabilitation may be addressed. We, therefore, believe that the future of stroke practice will be improved and standardized with the development of the HAL system.
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![Coronal MRI images of a post-stroke patient. A: Fiber tractography superimposed onto a T~1~-weighted image. Fiber tract integrity was diminished on the right side due an ischemic lesion. B: A coronal fractional anisotropy mapping image showing the lesion in the right corona radiata.](nmc-56-605-g1){#F1}

![Conceptualization of the closed loop system formed by interactive bio-feedback. A) Bioelectrical signal from the impaired corticospinal tract is detected and the voluntary muscle movement is assisted by HAL. B) Then, the sensory signal is sent back to the brain. C) Brain-machine interaction strengthens the signal from the corticospinal tract.](nmc-56-605-g2){#F2}

![CT scan image and overview of rehabilitation of the representative case. A) A CT image showing right frontal lobar hemorrhage in the representative case. B) HAL-SJ for upper extremity training. C) Bilateral leg version of HAL. D) Single leg version of HAL.](nmc-56-605-g3){#F3}

###### 

Recommended clinical outcome measures for patients undergoing HAL rehabilitation

                               Evaluation measures
  ---------------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Patient demographics         Age, sex, handedness, stroke etiology (i.e. ischemic vs hemorrhagic, location of stroke lesion, etc.), primary stroke treatment (i.e. medications, surgical procedures, etc.), starting date of rehabilitation, duration of HAL treatment, number of HAL treatment sessions
  Stroke severity assessment   Glasgow coma scale (GCS), modified rankin scale (mRS), national institute of health stroke scale (NIHSS), stroke impairment assessment set (SIAS)
  Motor function               Fugl-Meyer assessment (FMA), 10-m walking test (10MWT), 2-minute walk test, action research arm test (ARAT), Berg balance scale (BBS)
  Activities of daily living   Barthel index (BI), functional independence measure (FIM)
  Quality of life              SF-36
  Cognition                    Mini-mental status exam (MMSE), Motreal cognitive assessment (MoCA)
  Mood                         Apathy scale, self-rating depression scale (SDS)
  Others                       Modified Ashworth scale (for spasticity assessment), adverse events (for safety assessment), imaging studies including fMRI, DTI, and NIRS

DTI: diffusion tensor imaging, fMRI: functional magnetic resonance imaging, NIRS: near infrared spectroscopy.
